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ABSTRACT
Hybrid memories, especially combining a first-tier near memory
using High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) and a second-tier far mem-
ory using DRAM, can realize a large and low cost, high-bandwidth
main memory.

State-of-the-art hybrid memories typically use a flat hierarchy
where blocks are swapped between near and far memory based on
bandwidth demands. However, this may cause significant overheads
for metadata storage and traffic. While using a fixed-size, near-
memory cache and compressing data in near memory can help,
precious near-memory capacity is still wasted by the cache and the
metadata needed to manage a compressed hybrid memory.

This paper proposes HMComp, a flat hybrid-memory architec-
ture, in which compression techniques free up near-memory ca-
pacity to be used as a cache for far memory data to cut down
swap traffic without sacrificing any memory capacity. Moreover,
through a carefully crafted metadata layout, we show that meta-
data can be stored in less costly far memory, thus avoiding to waste
any near-memory capacity. Overall, HMComp offers a speedup of
single-thread performance of up to 22%, on average 13%, and traffic
reduction due to swapping of up to 60% and by 41% on average
compared to flat hybrid memory designs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) is plagued by limited
bandwidth. To mitigate it, heterogeneous memory systems consist-
ing of a two-level main-memory hierarchy, a.k.a. hybrid memory,
is an attractive way of addressing this deficiency. In this paper, we
consider two-tier, hybrid memories with High-Bandwidth Memory
(HBM) being the first-tier or Near Memory (NM) and DRAM being
the second-tier or Far Memory (FM). HBM typically offers sixteen
times higher bandwidth than DRAM [25, 29] to accommodate the
bandwidth needed by data-intensive applications but the cost of
HBM is substantially higher than DRAM. Consequently, this type
of hybrid memory can provide a main memory that matches the
high bandwidth of HBM, possesses a size equivalent to DRAM, and
maintains a cost that is almost as low as that of DRAM.

Prior art has investigated two broad approaches to manage hy-
brid memories: cached and flat hybrid memories. In a cached hybrid
memory, NM is used as a cache for FM, managed transparently to
the operating system [9, 13, 14, 16, 19, 21, 28, 35]. However, for a
hybrid memory using HBM and DRAM as NM and FM, respectively,
as we do in this paper, the amount of DRAM is often a small factor,
say eight, more than the amount of HBM. Hence, by not exposing
NM to the (operating) system, a significant amount of memory
capacity is wasted.

In a flat hybrid memory, NM as well as FM contribute to the flat
physical address space making the entire hybrid-memory capacity
available to the (operating) system. Here, bandwidth-demanding
pages mapped in FM (e.g., DRAM) are typically swapped by less
bandwidth-demanding pages residing in NM (e.g., HBM) [6, 8, 11,
17, 18, 22]. Unfortunately, changing the page mapping entails sig-
nificant operating-system induced overhead along with the traffic
overhead of swapping pages. To reduce the former type of overhead,
prior art has proposed remapping mechanisms at the hardware
level and have considered smaller grain sizes [7, 20, 26, 27, 30–33].
However, the metadata needed to track finer-grain access units for
remapping can consume a significant portion of the NM capacity
and can require significant on-chip memory resources for keeping
remapping metadata.

Hybrid2 [33] and Baryon [20] propose a middle ground between
cache and flat hybrid memories by statically setting aside a portion
of NM to cache data from FM to avoid costly swap operations. The
rest of the NM capacity is available to the system in flat mode.While
Hybrid2 allows for fine-grain swapping and caching, metadata still
consumes precious space in NM. Unlike Hybrid2, Baryon addition-
ally compresses data in NM to agnostically expand its capacity for
cache or flat space. However, cache space is still statically set aside
from the flat space and compression necessitates a staging area to
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stabilize compressed data. Both approaches contribute to less
NM capacity being available to the system.

This paper proposes Hybrid Memory Compression (HMComp).
Unlike previous work, HMComp (1) exposes the entire NM plus
FM capacity in flat mode to the system and (2) dynamically ex-
poses a cache in NM from capacity made available from com-
pressing data in NM. The freed-up cache is used to bring more
bandwidth-demanding FM data into NM to avoid costly swap op-
erations. Through its novel management along with a carefully
crafted metadata layout, metadata can be kept in FM. HMComp im-
poses virtually no area overhead in NM for metadata or for staging.

HMComp unlocks space for caching by selectively compressing
data in NM. This is done by dynamically monitoring compress-
ibility and bandwidth demands of fine-grain access units in FM.
By allowing fine-grain management of hybrid memory, HMComp
carefully manages compressed blocks in HBM with a minimum of
metadata needed. For example, it compresses HBM blocks where
they originally are mapped and uses surplus ECC bits (in HBM) in
a clever way to locate a compressed block and eliminates the use
of remap tables in NM altogether.
Contributions:

• HMComp – a novel hybrid memory architecture – that ex-
poses the entire NM and FM capacity to the system. Further,
HMComp compresses data to free up NM capacity (HBM) to
cache bandwidth-demanding blocks from FM (DRAM). This
includes techniques for dynamically assessing compressibil-
ity and bandwidth demand of fine-grain access units in FM.

• A novel metadata layout that keeps the overhead low by,
among other techniques, placing compressed blocks at the
same place as uncompressed blocks and using surplus ECC
bits to store metadata in NM compactly. This eliminates the
need for any metadata in NM and leads to modestly-sized
on-chip memory structures to cache remapping metadata
from FM.

• HMComp is quantitatively compared to state-of-the-art flat
hybrid memory schemes. The evaluation shows that HM-
Comp offers a speedup of single-thread performance of up to
22% and on average 13% and a swap traffic reduction of up to
60% and by 41%, on average, compared to flat hybrid memory
designs. Finally, we show that a quite modest metadata cache
of 256 KB suffices.

Outline of paper: We provide background and further motivation
of the study in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce HMComp. We
move on to the experimental results presenting the methodology
in Section 4 and the results in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in
Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND
This section first establishes a baseline system for HMComp in
Section 2.1. Then, we provide further motivation for the approach
taken in HMComp in Section 2.2.

2.1 Baseline
The assumed baseline system is shown in Figure 1 with the addi-
tional structures needed for HMComp (Section 3) shaded in gray.

Figure 1: Baseline system with and without HMComp. HM-
Comp extensions are marked in gray.

We consider a conventional multicore chip with a number of proces-
sors or cores (marked P), each connected to a private L1/L2 cache
hierarchy and all cores and L1/L2 hierarchies are connected to a
level-3 (L3) shared, last-level cache (LLC). LLC requests are routed
to an HBM or DRAM controller, depending on whether a page is
mapped to NM or FM (HBM and DRAM in this paper, respectively)
as dictated by the virtual/physical page address mapping.

In our first baseline system, denoted BL1, the OS manages the
HBM/DRAM in flat mode and interleaves pages using congruence
groups [7] as shown in Figure 2. Here, the page size is 𝑁 and page
A is mapped to NM whereas pages B, C, D and E are mapped to
FM, assuming a congruence group with one NM page and four FM
pages. The structure of a congruence group can be likened to that
of a direct-mapped cache, since pages B, C, D, and E are all vying
for space within page A.

Our second baseline system, denoted BL2 is built on top of BL1.
When a page (or portion of it) mapped to FM is deemed bandwidth
demanding, it is remapped to NM transparently to the operating
system. This involves a swap operation with the page (or portion
of it) congruent to it and located in NM. For example, block 𝐾 in
page C in FM is congruent with block 𝐾 in page A in FM and the
two blocks will be swapped with each other (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Congruence grouping of pages in HBM and DRAM.

The granularity chosen as the portion of a page to monitor
bandwidth demand will determine the amount of metadata needed
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to keep track of it. The finer the grain size the more metadata is
needed. This will push towards larger grain sizes. On the other hand,
a too large grain-size can lead to overfetching of data due to limited
spatial locality, resulting in too high traffic overhead for swapping.
Therefore, the trade-off when selecting a grain size is between
metadata overhead and spatial locality, and grain sizes other than
pages and blocks are considered in this paper. Throughout the paper,
and to clarify terminology, we will deal with the following grain
sizes of access units: Pages, subpages, superblocks and blocks, where
the size of pages > subpages ≥ superblocks > blocks. As exemplary
sizes of these access units, we will assume 4KB, 2KB, 512B and 64B
for pages, subpages, superblocks, and blocks, respectively, if not
stated otherwise.

2.2 Motivation
The baseline systems described in Section 2.1 are operated in flat
mode meaning that BL1 as well as BL2 expose the entire NM as
well as FM capacity to the operating system. Typically, when an
access unit in FM, being a page, subpage or superblock, is deemed
bandwidth demanding, it will be swapped by the corresponding
congruent access unit in NM. The swapping of access units between
NM and FM can cause overhead in terms of increased traffic. In a
hybrid system with HBM (being NM) and DRAM (being FM), this
can take away the bandwidth advantage and performance potential
of such a hybrid memory.

To reduce the traffic overhead caused by swapping in flat hybrid
memories, Hybrid2 [33] proposes to statically set aside a portion
of the NM capacity as a cache. This allows bandwidth demanding
access units at the granularity of super-blocks (e.g., 256-B units) in
FM to be cached in NM. Hybrid2 saves traffic because caching an
access unit, as opposed to swapping, leads to less traffic between
NM and FM. However, statically setting aside NM capacity for
caching nonetheless reduces the amount of NM capacity exposed
to the system.

Like Hybrid2 [33], Baryon [20] also sets aside a portion of the NM
capacity as a cache statically to transform expensive swap to fast
NM cache operations. But unlike Hybrid2, Baryon uses compression
techniques to expand the capacity of the flat as well as the cache
area of NM. As Baryon is agnostic to the choice of compression
algorithm, the cache portion of NM can be potentially expanded
by the compression factor offered by the compression algorithm at
hand. While Baryon potentially can also expand the flat portion of
NM, this would require interventions with the operating system,
such as with ballooning [34]. Baryon does not address this.

Hybrid2 as well as Baryon carefully organize the metadata to
locate whether fine-grain access units, in effect superblocks, are
cached in NM or are in the flat space of NM or FM. However,
metadata is stored in NM and consumes precious NM capacity. In
addition, since compression is subject to changes in the size of a
compressed access unit, Baryon lets newly compressed superblocks
(called sub-blocks in Baryon terminology) stay in a staging area to
stabilize. When the compression ratio has stabilized, superblocks
are committed to the cache area in NM or in the flat area of NM or
FM.

The bottom-line is that statically allocated NM caches in prior
art reduce NM capacity. Moreover, metadata needed for remapping

in Hybrid2 as well as Baryon further reduces the available NM
capacity. Finally, Baryon’s approach to enable compression leads
to further reduction of NM capacity through a staging area located
in NM. This paper shows how HMComp can expose the entire NM
and FM capacity to the system while offering a NM cache through
freed up NM capacity using compression to improve performance
of a hybrid memory.

3 HMCOMP: EXTENDING NEAR-MEMORY
(NM) CAPACITY USING COMPRESSION

In this section, we present the detailed design of HMComp. Sec-
tion 3.1 provides an overview of HMComp. Then, in Section 3.2,
we describe the metadata layout followed by a detailed description
of the operation of HMComp in Section 3.3.

3.1 HMComp Overview
The objective of HMComp is to free up capacity in NM using fast
compression techniques and use the freed-up capacity to cache
bandwidth-demanding FM blocks. Without loss of generality, NM
in this paper uses HBM devices whereas FM uses DRAM devices.

Just like in the baseline systems in Section 2.1, pages are mapped
by the operating system to NM and FM using congruence groups.
The baseline is extended with a functional block, denoted HM-
Comp which is gray-shaded in Figure 1. HMComp intercepts all
LLC requests. Initially, HMComp adopts the policy of BL1 to all FM
pages meaning that none of them are subject to swapping from the
very start. This is referred to as non-swap mode. However, when
a FM-mapped page is accessed, it will be tracked by a reference
counter at the granularity of a subpage. The reference counter will
be incremented for each access to said subpage. For as long as the
reference counter is below a preset threshold (32 is chosen in the
experimental results), all superblocks of the tracked subpage will
be accessed from FM and will not be swapped. However, when
the reference counter exceeds a preset threshold, we say that the
subpage is bandwidth demanding and the subpage will turn into
swap mode. From this point, all accessed FM superblocks associated
with a subpage in swap mode will be swapped with their corre-
sponding NM superblocks belonging to the same congruence group.
For details, see Section 3.3.

Once a subpage switches to swap mode, attempts will be made
to gain cache space in NM through compression. This is done by
attempting to compress a FM superblock in swap mode together
with its corresponding congruent NM superblock. We note that
HMComp is agnostic to the choice of compression algorithm and
that any fast compression algorithm in prior art can be used (e.g., [1–
3, 5, 15, 24]).

When a FM superblock is requested, HMComp will also request
the corresponding congruent NM superblock. Next, for each pair
of blocks in the two superblocks, it will be decided whether these
two blocks compress sufficiently well meaning that they can be
accommodated within the same 64-B block frame. If a certain frac-
tion of the blocks within a requested superblock is sufficiently well
compressed, using above definition, the corresponding subpage
is deemed to be in cache/compress mode. We have experimentally
established that a fraction of seven blocks out of eight is a good
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trade-off. All sufficiently well compressible blocks inside said su-
perblock will be compressed. An uncompressible FM-mapped block
will stay uncompressed in FM.

From now on, an attempt is made to compress all superblocks
inside the subpage to be placed in NM. HMComp will then update
the metadata table (for details, see Section 3.2) so that subsequent
requests for the remapped superblocks are destined to NM with no
involvement of FM. Otherwise, the subpage will remain in swap
mode and the requested superblock will be swapped with the corre-
sponding congruent superblock in NM (for details, see Section 3.3).

Figure 3: Combining compressed & cached blocks in congru-
ence groups. Comp stands for compressed.

To see how compressible blocks are compressed, Figure 3 shows
three contiguous compressed blocks (blocks 𝑁 − 1, 𝑁 , and 𝑁 + 1)
from two congruent pages A and B. Here, blocks 𝑁 − 1, 𝑁 , and
𝑁 + 1 from page B in FM are compressed and stored together with
their corresponding congruent blocks 𝑁 − 1, 𝑁 , and 𝑁 + 1 from
page A in NM. If the LLC subsequently requests block 𝑁 in page
B, HMComp will reroute the request to NM based on the metadata
to the cached 𝑁 th block in page A. In the case that the FM block
and the corresponding congruent NM block cannot fit into the 64-B
block frame, the FM block will remain in FM and HMComp will
verify the response from NM and then forward the request to FM
(for details, see Section 3.3).

3.2 HMComp: Metadata Layout
For HMComp to decide which action to take for each LLC request,
it uses a metadata cache. LLC requests will be routed either to NM
or FM. In Section 3.2.1, we describe the layout of the metadata table.
Section 3.2.2 describes the organization of the metadata cache and,
finally, Section 3.2.3 describes the metadata needed in NM.

Figure 4: Metadata table layout with a) one entry per congru-
ence group b) each entry has metadata for the two subpages
of a referenced FM page and c) metadata for each subpage.

3.2.1 Metadata Table Layout. Recall that HMComp initially oper-
ates the hybrid memory in flat mode, where a page is mapped to NM
or FM by the operating system. However, when the reference count
of a referenced FM-mapped subpage exceeds a preset threshold, it
will be remapped from FM to NM at the granularity of superblocks.
From this point, requested FM-mapped superblocks belonging to
that subpage will be swapped with the corresponding congruent
NM-mapped superblock.

The layout of the metadata table is shown in Figure 4. The meta-
data table associates an entry with each congruence group, as
shown in Figure 4a). Hence, it has as many entries as the num-
ber of pages in NM. It is stored in FM but cached in the metadata
cache in HMComp (see Figure 1). The metadata entry for a congru-
ence group is constructed to track one out of all FM pages belonging
to a congruence group. Hence, as shown in Figure 4b) and assuming
two subpages per page, a metadata entry for a congruence group
needs a Tag of 2 bits to designate one out of four tracked FM pages
in the congruence group and the two subpages (2 KB each) belong-
ing to the tracked page (4 KB), with 15 bits of meta data for each
subpage.

The 15-bit metadata field for each subpage is shown in Figure 4c).
To the left, a single bit (Swap/Comp) together with the content
of the reference counter (Reference Counter), designates whether
the subpage is in non-swap, swap or cache/compress mode. If the
reference count is below a preset threshold, the subpage is in non-
swap mode and requests will be destined to NM or FM based on the
virtual-to-physical address mapping. If the reference count is above
a preset threshold, the Swap/Comp flag designates if the subpage
is in swap mode (flag is set) or in cache/compress mode (the flag is
reset). Next, there is one valid bit for each of the four superblocks
(default size is 512 B) that belong to a subpage (default size is 2 KB).
A valid superblock bit designates that the FM-mapped superblock
is swapped (Swap/Comp bit set) or compressed in NM together
with its corresponding NM-mapped superblock (Swap/Comp bit
cleared). There are also 4 dirty superblock bits. Whenever a request
is written back in cache/compress mode, the superblock dirty bit
will be set. Finally, to the right in Figure 4c), the reference counter
for a superblock uses 6 bits.

3.2.2 Metadata Cache. Recall that we assume that the metadata
table is stored in FM. HMComp is configured to cache contents of
the metadata table using a metadata cache as shown in Figure 1.
As we will see in Section 5, a 256-KB metadata cache with 8-way
associativity will impose negligible impact on performance. Each
metadata cache entry (64 B) in the metadata cache contains 16
consecutive metadata entries (32 bits each). Thus, the metadata
cache is indexed by an address corresponding to the requested
congruence group, stripping out the least significant 4 bits. Given
that the NM size is𝐶 = 2𝑐 and the page size is 𝑃 = 2𝑝 there are 𝑁 =

2𝑐−𝑝 congruence groups. The congruence group can be stripped
out from the physical page number taking the most significant 𝑐
bits.

On a metadata cache hit, HMComp will update the reference
counter and retrieve the request’s corresponding metadata entry
from the metadata cache. Conversely, on a metadata cache miss,
HMComp will first evict an entry to make room for the requested
metadata entry and, if needed, write back the evicted metadata
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entry to FM. Then, the missing metadata entry from FM is fetched
into the metadata cache.

Figure 5: Block-level metadata in unused ECC bits. A green
rectangle represents a NM block while a gray rectangle rep-
resents a FM block.

3.2.3 Near-Memory Metadata Support. Figure 5 shows the map-
ping of blocks inside two pages (A and B) in different operating
modes. Here, pages A and B belong to the same congruence group
and page A is mapped to NM whereas page B is mapped to FM.
Recall that LLC block requests, as intercepted by HMComp, will
be destined to NM in three cases with reference to Figure 5. The
first case is in non-swap mode, when the block is mapped to NM.
This corresponds to the baseline (BL1) in Figure 5a). The second
case is in swap mode, when the Swap/Comp bit is set and the su-
perblock valid bit is set. This corresponds to Swap in Figure 5c).
Here, all blocks in page A have been swapped with the blocks in
page B. Finally, the third case is in cache/compress mode when
the Swap/Comp bit is reset and the superblock valid bit is set (see
Figure 5). This corresponds to Cache & Compress in Figure 5b).

In cache/compress mode it is not certain that the requested
block is in NM as a block may not compress sufficiently. Therefore,
block-level information must be maintained in NM whether the
FM-mapped block is compressed together with the corresponding
congruent NM-mapped block. If not, the FM-block is placed in FM
and the request has to be rerouted to FM.

HBMdevices associate 16 ECC bits with each 32-B access unit [12].
When the NM-mapped and FM-mapped blocks in the same congru-
ence group are compressed to fit into a 64-B block frame (two 32-B
access units), we propose to use 6 unused ECC bits (out of 16) to
encode the validity and size of the compressed NM-mapped and
FM-mapped blocks. If the FM-mapped block is not compressed, it
is stored in FM. This case is recorded by setting all six ECC bits
to zero. If the FM and NM-mapped blocks are compressed, their
compressed sizes will be recorded in the unused respective six ECC
bits. For example, if the compressed size is 63 bytes, the 6 ECC bits
will be encoded ’111111’ and if the compressed size is 2 bytes, the 6
ECC bits will be encoded ’000010’. As shown in Figure 5, the NM
block is placed starting at the original address of the block frame
whereas the corresponding congruent FM-mapped block is mapped
to the end of the block frame. ’Pointer’ refers to the 6 ECC bits
and are in effect interpreted as the location of the last byte. In the

case ECC bits cannot be used, an alternative is to store metadata
needed for compression, i.e., the size of the compressed block as
part of the unused portions of the block. The only metadata needed
outside of the HBM would be to designate whether or not the block
is compressed, a single bit per block.

3.3 HMComp: Detailed Operation
We now review in detail the operation of HMComp. Recall that
HMComp initially, when in non-swap mode with respect to an LLC
request, will send the LLC request to NM or FM depending on its
virtual-to-physical mapping.

3.3.1 Mode Changes. A subpagewill make amode change from the
non-swap mode to swap mode when the reference count exceeds a
preset threshold. Figure 7 shows the process of going from swap
mode to cache/compress mode for a subpage. For each subpage in
swap mode and at each FM superblock request for that subpage,
the first action is to request the FM superblock along with the
corresponding congruent NM superblock. All blocks in the two
superblocks will be pair-wise compressed. A pair of blocks that are
compressed and can fit into a 64-B blockframe will be successfully
compressed. If at least seven out of all eight blocks in a superblock
are successfully compressed, the valid bit for said superblock will
be set and the subpage will be in cache/compress mode. Otherwise,
the subpage is set to swap mode.

3.3.2 Transaction Flow for Last-level Cache Requests. We now con-
sider the transaction flow associatedwith LLC read orwrite requests
to FM-mapped pages as shown in Figure 6 in the case the subpage
is in swap mode (Figure 6a)) and cache/compress mode (Figure 6b)).
As shown in Figure 6a), in swap mode, upon receiving a FM read
or write request, HMComp will check whether the superblock is
already in NM as a result of an earlier swap operation. If the su-
perblock Valid bit is set, HMComp will forward the request to NM.
If the valid bit is cleared, HMComp will swap the superblock in FM
with the superblock in NM. This applies to both read and write FM
requests in swap mode.

When considering the transactions of read requests to subpages
in cache/compress mode, HMComp also first verifies the validity of
the superblock. However, it is possible that some of the FM blocks
within the superblock are cached in the compressed NM, while a
few FM blocks still remain in FM. The latter applies to FM blocks
that cannot be compressed and stored within a 64-B block frame
along with the corresponding congruent and compressed NM block.
For this reason, HMComp will examine the response from NM,
including the data and relevant ECC bits. If the ECC bits are none-
zero, the FM block is compressed and cached and HMComp will
respond to LLC. If the ECC bits are zero, however, HMComp will
forward the request to FM, as shown in Figure 6b).

The process for handling FM write request hits to subpages in
cache/compress mode is illustrated in Figure 8. The issue here is
that a written back block may, after compression, change in size
and may not fit anymore. First, a test is carried out whether the size
of the compressed written back block is greater than the already
existing block. If not, the block is written back and the ECC bits
are updated to reflect its new size. Meanwhile, the superblock dirty
bit is set. However, if it exceeds the size but can still fit into the
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Figure 6: Transaction flow for a) LLC read/write requests in swap mode and b) read requests in cache/compress mode.

Figure 7: LLC read and write transactions for subpages in
swap mode (left) and cache/compress mode (right).

64-B block frame together with the NM-mapped block, the block
is written into NM and the process terminates. Finally, if it does
not fit, the block will be forwarded to FM and the unused ECC bits
of the congruent block in NM will be reset to reflect that it is not
valid.

Figure 8: Transaction flow for write requests in
cache/compress mode.

3.3.3 Other Operations Needed. When a page in a congruence
group is being tracked, it can happen that another page in that

same congruence group will be accessed. For as long as the the first
page is not in swap mode, accesses to other pages inside the same
congruence group will be disregarded. However, when the preset
threshold is exceeded and the page will turn into swap mode, ac-
cesses by other pages inside the congruence group will decrement
the reference counter. If it hits zero, the page will not be considered
bandwidth demanding anymore and will make a transition from
either cache/compress or swap mode to non-swap mode. This tran-
sition necessitates that all superblocks that have been potentially
migrated to NM in non-compressed or compressed fashion must
move back non-compressed to FM. We will call this operation page
consolidation.

Page consolidation is also needed when the mapping is changed
for a page by the operating system. Then, typically, TLB entries to
the page have to be invalidated (TLB shootdown) and all blocks
from said page must be evicted too. Page consolidation does exactly
the latter as follows. The page metadata is consulted. For each
subpage and each superblock of that subpage, if the superblock is
in NM in swap mode, it will be swapped with the superblock in FM.
If it is cached and compressed in NM, it will be decompressed and
written back if the superblock is dirty or silently evicted if it is not
dirty.

4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
This section provides the details of the experimental setup in Sec-
tion 5.3.2, the benchmarks used in our evaluation in Section 4.2 and
the models we use in our evaluation in Section 4.3.

4.1 Simulation Methodology and Parameters
We use Gem5 [4] based on the Simpoint methodology [10]. We run
10 representative slices of each application. We warm up caches
before taking measurements in each slice for 100 million instruc-
tions and then replay the following 500 million instructions. We
use workload mixes of eight benchmarks for eight cores in rate
mode with the same benchmark run on every core.

We adopt the timing parameter configuration of HBM and DDR4
in Gem5, listed in Table 1. For the hybrid memory system, the
capacity ratio between HBM and DDR4 is set to 1:4. We allocate
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4-KB pages in an interleaved fashion to form congruence groups
between HBM and DRAM according to Section 2.1 with five con-
secutive pages mapped so that the first one is mapped to HBM and
the next four pages are mapped to DRAM. Each entry (64 bytes) in
the metadata cache contains 16 consecutive metadata entries. Thus,
the timing parameter of a 256-KB metadata cache is estimated in
CACTI the same way as a classic 16-KB cache. Table 1 shows the
detailed architectural parameters used.

Table 1: Simulator configuration.

Cores 8 cores, out-of-order, ARM, 3.2GHz

L1 Cache Private, 64KB, 4-way, 4 cycle access latency

L2 Cache Private, 512KB, 8-way, 12 cycle access latency

L3 Cache Shared, 8MB, 8-way, 20 cycle access latency

Metadata
Cache

512 sets, 8-way, 16 entry per line, 5-cycle latency

Compressor CPack, 13-cycle compression latency, 8-cycle decom-
pression latency [5]

Near Memory HBM2, 1GHz, 2GB, 8 128-bit channels, 8 banks,
tCAS=28ns, tRCD=12ns, tCL=18ns, tRP=14ns

Far Memory DDR4-2400, 8GB, 64 bit channel, 8 banks, tCAS=32ns,
tRCD=14.16ns, tCL=14.16ns, tRP=14.16ns

4.2 Benchmarks
We simulate all of the SPEC2017 benchmarks except the following:

• roms and omnetpp are excluded because they do not run
properly on Gem5;

• imagick, leela, povray, and exchange2 are excluded
because of the small memory footprint (< 10MB) making
them unsuitable for this study;

• nab, namd, deepsjeng, perlbench, parest, and bwaves
are excluded because of too low LLCMisses-Per-Kilo-Instruction
(MPKI) (MPKI < 1). However, we show results for deepsjeng
and bwaves to represent this group of applications to show
their impact on HMComp.

The compression algorithm used is CPack [5] with the compres-
sion and decompression latencies shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows
the LLC MPKI statistics for a single core, the average compression
ratio of blocks (64 bytes) in memory and memory footprint for 8
cores.

4.3 Simulation Models
We compare HMComp with a baseline configuration with HBM
in flat mode without swapping (BL1), a baseline with swapping
(BL2) and the two closest state-of-the-art proposals: Hybrid2 [33]
and Baryon [20]. The sizes of pages, subpages, superblocks and
blocks are by default 4KB, 2KB, 512B and 64B, respectively, although
we will present a sensitivity analysis with respect to the size of
subpages and superblocks in Section 5.3.

• BL1. The baseline hybrid memory system according to Sec-
tion 2.1.

Table 2: Benchmark characteristics.

Programs MPKI Compression Ratio Memory Footprint
mcf 5.5 2.13 5.10 GB
blender 4.86 1.33 5.02 GB
xalancbmk 4.67 1.52 2.00 GB
gcc 4.32 3.22 7.68 GB
lbm 4.15 1.33 3.20 GB
fotonik3d 2.95 3.76 7.22 GB
cactuBSSN 2.27 1.16 6.18 GB
wrf 1.11 2.28 1.76 GB
bwaves 0.87 1.28 6.89 GB
deepsjeng 0.07 2.46 5.46 GB

• BL2. In BL2, superblocks referenced frequently in FM, ac-
cording to the HMComp methodology in Section 3, will be
swapped with superblocks in the same congruence group in
NM.

• Hybrid2. For Hybrid2, we statically allocate a NM cache of
64 MB as proposed in Hybrid2 [33]. We model it by modi-
fying HMComp according to Section 3 to fix the cache size
to 64 MB after the initialization process. Hybrid2 will then
decide whether to write back data or swap them to create
the available NM cache space until the cache becomes full.
To simplify the implementation of Hybrid2, we do not save
space in NM for the remap table but instead use the metadata
cache provided by HMComp. This will give our implementa-
tion of Hybrid2 a performance advantage over the original
proposal[33].

• Baryon. Baryon [20] is modeled as Hybrid2 with the differ-
ence that the size of the NM cache is not limited to 64MB but
is instead 64MB times the compression ratio using the CPack
compression algorithm of the benchmark being modelled
(see Table 2).

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the evaluation of HMComp.
Section 5.1 evaluates the impact of HMComp on performance com-
pared with the baselines (BL1 and BL2) and the closest state-of-the-
art models: Hybrid2 and Baryon. Section 5.2 evaluates the impact
of HMComp on the FM traffic and Section 5.3 presents a sensitivity
analysis of selected architectural parameters.

5.1 Speedup of HMComp over Other Models
Figure 9 shows the improvement of Instructions Per Cycle of BL2,
Hybrid2 and Baryon normalized to BL1. We can see that HMComp
achieves the best performance with an average speedup of 24.0%,
13.4%, 7.7%, and 4.1%, compared to BL1, BL2, Hybrid2 and Baryon,
respectively. In Figure 9 benchmarks are sorted according to their
MPKI as shown in Table 2 with the highest MPKI to the lowest
MPKI, from left to right.

To understand the results for each individual benchmark, Fig-
ure 10 depicts the average latency ratio of FM accesses to NM
accesses assuming BL1 and Figure 11 displays the ratio of FM su-
perblock request-hits in the cache/compress mode in NM. A higher
average latency ratio suggests a greater potential for performance
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Figure 9: Geomean speedup of BL2, Hybrid2, Baryon and HMComp normalized to BL1.

Figure 10: FM average memory access latency ratio, normal-
ized to NM latency in BL1.

Figure 11: Fraction of FM superblock request that hit NM
superblocks in cache/compress mode.

enhancement through the caching or swapping of FM data into
NM. First we can see that HMComp shows a performance advan-
tage over Hybrid2 and Baryon for mcf, gcc, fotonik and wrf (see
Figure 9). As we can see in Figure 11, the fraction of FM superblock
accesses that hit in NM in cache/compress mode is about 70% for
mcf, close to 100% for gcc and fotonik and 80% for wrf. The reason
for the high fraction of accesses to NM is attributed to the high
compression ratio for these benchmarks. As shown in Table 2, the
average compression ratio per block is above 2× for the four bench-
marks; 2.13, 3.22, 3.76 and 2.28× for mcf, gcc, fotonik and wrf,

respectively. This would not lead to any performance advantage
for HMComp unless there is a significant latency gap between FM
and NM due to the higher bandwidth provided by NM (HBM). As
we can see in Figure 10, the average latency ratio of FM accesses to
NM accesses is more than two times for the same benchmarks; it is
2.2, 2.0, 2.4 and 2.1× for mcf, gcc, fotonik and wrf, respectively.

For blender, xalancbmk and bwaves, HMComp performs sim-
ilarly with Hybrid2 and Baryon and offers a slight performance
advantage over the two baselines: BL1 and BL2. As can be seen in
Table 2, the average per-block compression ratio is quite good –
1.33, 1.52 and 1.28× for blender, xalancbmk and bwaves, respec-
tively – although not as high as for the first set of benchmarks.
However, the fraction of FM accesses that hit in NM is substantially
lower (5%, 28% and 15% for blender, xalancbmk and bwaves, re-
spectively) which explains why the NM caches in Hybrid2, Baryon
and HMComp are not as effective and do not yield a noticeable
performance advantage over BL2.

As for deepsjeng, we can see from Table 2 that it compresses
quite well with a compression ratio of 2.46×. Moreover, as can be
seen from Figure 11, this translates into a NM hit ratio of 55%. Unfor-
tunately, the average latency ratio for FM accesses to NM accesses
is close to one which takes away any performance advantage of
BL2, Hybrid2, Baryon and HMComp over BL1. The reason is that
deepsjeng has a very low MPKI (0.07 according to Table 2).

For lbm, as we can see in Figure 9, HMComp performs slighly
worse than Hybrid2 and Baryon although it performs better than
BL2 and BL1. From Table 2, we can see that lbm offers a compres-
sion ratio that is quite low (1.33 ×). In addition, the fraction of
accesses that hit in NM (see Figure 11) is only about 20%. The stat-
ically assigned caches in Hybrid2 and Baryon give them a slight
performance advantage over HMComp. However, it is possible to
conceive a system that like Hybrid2 statically assigns a part of NM
as a cache and operates the flat part of Hybrid2 like HMComp. Such
a system would get the advantages of Hybrid2 as well as HMComp.
We leave it for future work to evaluate such a system.

Finally, for cactuBSSNwe see in Figure 9, that its performance is
slightly worse for all system models than for BL1. In Figure 12, we
collect statistics of the fraction of accesses to superblocks (y axis)
accessed a certain number of times (x axis) for blender, xalancbmk,
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lbm and cactuBSSN. We show these statistics for the selected ap-
plications because they all exhibit high traffic for swap operations
according to Figure 11. Here, we can see that the hit rate in NM is
very low (less than 30%). Figure 12 shows that all superblocks in
cactuBSSN are accessed only 8 times whereas at least 30% of the
superblocks for the other benchmarks are accessed more than 16
times.

Figure 12: Histogram of access counters for 512-B su-
perblocks.

5.2 Impact on Swap Traffic

Figure 13: Swap traffic for Hybrid2, Baryon and HMComp
relative to BL2.

Figure 13 shows the traffic related to swap operations between
FM and NM for Hybrid2, Baryon and HMComp relative to BL2 for
each benchmark (the lower the better). Overall, HMComp manages
to cut the swap traffic by 41%, on average, compared to BL2. This
should be contrasted by only 5% and 23% lower traffic for Hybrid2
and Baryon, respectively, compared to BL2.

The reason for the slight reduction of traffic for Hybrid2 is that
it has a limited NM cache of only 64 MB. In contrast, Baryon and
HMComp take advantage of the high compression ratio of some
of the benchmarks to yield a substantially larger cache. Especially,
we can see that for mcf, gcc, wrf, and fotonik3d, where the
compression ratio ranges between 2.1 and 3.2× according to Table 2,
the traffic reduction is substantial. For Baryon, the traffic reduction
is about 40% for these benchmarks, whereas the traffic reduction
for the same benchmarks under HMComp is as much as 60%.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
This section presents sensitivity analysis of the performance re-
sults with respect to the ratio of the amount of DRAM to HBM

in Section 5.3.1, the metadata cache size in Section 5.3.2 and the
superblock granularity in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Impact of Ratio of DRAM to HBM. So far, we have assumed
a memory configuration of 2-GB HBM and 8-GB of DRAM. To
explore the sensitivity of performance for memory configurations,
we also consider memory configurations with 1-GB HBM & 8-GB
DRAM and 4-GB HBM & 8-GB DRAM. If we decrease the amount
of NM (HBM) capacity we would expect a more severe bandwidth
bottleneck problem in FM. In this analysis we exclude bwaves and
deepsjeng because their MPKI are less than one (see Table 2).

Figure14 shows the IPC improvement for the two configurations
relative to BL1: 1-GB HBM & 8-GB DRAM to the left and 4-GB
HBM & 8-GB DRAM to the right. As can be seen in Figure14, when
we consider the configuration with 1-GB HBM & 8-GB DRAM,
performance of HMComp improves by 39.2%, while Baryon enjoys
an increase of 34.9% and Hybrid2 experiences a 28.3% improvement.
For the configuration with 4-GB HBM & 8-GB DRAM, the perfor-
mance improvements are as expected lower than for the default
configuration. HMComp shows a 22.0% improvement compared
to the BL1, while Baryon and Hybrid2 demonstrate improvements
of 18.8% and 16.1%, respectively. Overall, the results are consistent
with the default configuration.

5.3.2 Impact of Metadata Cache Size. So far, we have assumed a
metadata cache of 256 KB. Here, we explore a range of metadata
cache sizes: from 32KB to 2MB. We have established the access time
for the various cache sizes using CACTI [23]. These are shown in
Table 3. As we discuss in Section , considering that each entry (64
bytes) in the metadata cache contains 16 metadata entries (32 bits),
the timing parameter of a 256-KB metadata cache is configured as
a conventional 16-KB cache in CACTI.

Table 3: MetaData Cache Timing Parameter.

Size (Bytes) 32K 64K 128K 256K 512K 1M
Latency (ns) 0.47 0.47 1.31 1.37 1.73 1.78

Figure 15 shows the IPC, takingmisses to FM into account (where
the metadata table is stored), normalized to a metadata cache of
32KB. As we would expect, the speedup improves up to a cer-
tain cache size and then drops for some of the benchmarks (e.g.,
fotonik3d) because of longer cache hit time. Considering the geo-
metric mean of the speedup, we can see that performance peaks
at 256 KB. Hence, a 256-KB metadata cache seems to be the best
choice.

5.3.3 Impact of Superblock Granularity. The granularity of su-
perblocks needs to strike a balance between prefetching coverage
and accuracy. A too small a superblock will not capture the spa-
tial locality and too large a superblock would fetch useless data.
Additionally, the size of the metadata is also determined by the
granularity of the superblock. The larger the superblock, the less
metadata is needed. In order to establish the best superblock gran-
ularity, we conduct a sensitivity analysis with respect to its size.
The subpage size is kept fixed at 2KB consistent with proposals
in prior art [17, 20, 30, 31, 33]. The performance of HMComp as
normalized to BL1 is depicted in Figure 16. deepsjeng and bwaves
are not shown, since they have a low MPKI, according to Table 2.
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Figure 14: Performance improvement of two memory configurations relative to BL1. The left half shows a configuration with
1-GB HBM and 8-GB DRAM while the right half shows a confguration with 4-GB HBM and 8-GB DRAM.

Figure 15: Performance comparison with different metadata
cache sizes.

Figure 16: IPC improvements relative to BL1 versus size of
superblock ranging from 64B to 2048B.

As shown in Figure 16, the performance improvement of HM-
Comp, compared with BL1 for each core, increases from 12.8% to
26.4% and 27.1% when the superblock size is increased from 64B to
256B and 512B. However, when the size of the superblock is further
increased to 1KB and 2KB, the performance of HMComp deteri-
orates due to the limited spatial locality. Consequently, a 512-B
granularity of the superblock is a good tradeoff.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes Hybrid Memory Compression (HMComp).
Unlike previous work, HMComp exposes the entire near memory
(NM) plus far memory (FM) capacity in flat mode to the system
while dynamically exposing a cache in NM from capacity made
available from compressing data in NM. The freed-up cache is used
to bring more bandwidth-demanding FM data into NM to avoid
costly swap operations. Through its novel management along with
its metadata layout, metadata can be kept in FM. HMComp imposes
virtually no area overhead in NM for metadata or for staging.

HMComp unlocks space for caching by selectively compressing
data in NM. This is done by dynamically gauging compressibility
and bandwidth demands of fine-grain access units in FM. By allow-
ing fine-grain management of hybrid memory, HMComp carefully
manages compressed blocks in HBM with a minimum of metadata
needed. For example, it compresses HBM blocks where they origi-
nally are mapped and uses surplus ECC bits (in HBM) in a clever
way to locate a compressed block and eliminates the use of remap
tables in NM altogether.

Apart from presenting the detailed design of HMComp, this
paper evaluates its performance compared to state-of-the-art hybrid
memory schemes. The evaluation shows that HMComp offers a
speedup of single-thread performance of up to 22% and on average
13% and a swap traffic reduction of up to 60% and by 41% on average
compared to flat hybrid memory designs. Finally, we show that a
quite modest metadata cache of 256 KB suffices to host the metadata
cached from FM.
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